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THOUGHTS OF YOU warm my heart,
for I think of how you taste, feel, and
make me feel. You taste sweet as
honey on a warm summer day. You
feel like the missing piece to my jig-
saw puzzle when I touch you in any
way, but especially when we cuddle
and hug, and I close my eyes and it
feels as if the world has melted away
into a soothing, polychromatic syrup
of matter. You make me feel as if I
were swimming in this morphing syr-
up in which drowning is impossible
and pleasure is immeasurable. Being
alone with you is touching the hori-
zon of a magnificently rising sun,

grasping and gathering the purples
and reds of the sky like berries, and
then, finally, swan-diving into a bright
yellow pool of a paradoxical serenity
and exuberance, a quiescence of
bliss, which can be simplified as a
much longed-for sense of continuing
fulfillment. Veronica, I love you. I wish
you the best, always -Brad

TO POPTART./ ATmidnight/ I wonder
where you are,/ In class/ I wonder
where you are,/ In my dreams/ I
wonder where you are./ Whenever
you're not beside me/ I wonder
where you are./ That seems to be the
question of the day/ and believe me/
I had some wild uneducated guess./
Are you in class?/ Furiously scribbling
down/ those cryptic sentences./ Are
you in lab?/ Breaking those expen-
sive glasses./ Are you in the library?/
Concentrating/ on your chemistry

classes/ and God forbids/ in some
other guys'/ open arms./ Those wild
crazy guesses/ are the cause/ for
sleepless nights/ until/ I think of your
beautiful smile/ sweet voice/ and our
future together/ then suddenly/ wor-
ries disappear/ as they come/ be-
cause/ I know where you are/ al-
ways/ and/ forever/ in my heart.
Love Scott

Valentine s SBaij
Kevin, Bobby, Preston, JD, Tyler,
Asad, Micah, Anthony, Chaz, & Andy.

You guys provide me with the sup-
port and energy and love that I need.
You are definitely Godly men. Every-
one knows that the BEST Bible Stu-
dy on campus is that of the older E-
HAUS Guys. Thanks ! IN HIM -Locoya

CHRIS,
"Sometimes dancing fast, some-

times slow, in a crowded room, or all
alone. Sometimes it may appear that
you're not even dancing together, but
for the two of you. there's that knowl-
edge, that passionate connection,
that lets you know you're on the
same level." I never thought I'd find
that connection, let alone in someone
as incredible as you. I love you, Kim.

MONKEY,/ There is nowhere
better than in your arms/ There

is nothing like the smell of your

skin/ There is no one else in

the world for me/ For our first

Valentine's Day, and forever,/
I Love You./ Your Babydoll (0

STEVE, THANK YOU/ For blowing
tears from my cheek,/ For supporting
all the goals that I seek,/ For bringing
joy into my heart,/ For calling when
we are apart,/ For giving me pre-
cious gifts./ For stargazing on moun-
tain cliffs,/ For dancing to our favor-
ite song,/ For holding me when the
nights are long,/ For healing me
when I am ill,/ For creating funny
faces at the windowsill,/ For making
me part of your life,/ And for wanting
me to be your wife./ Thank you again

for everything listed above./ But
thank you most for giving me your
love./ HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY!/
Michelle
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